ABSTRACT.
Let G be a noncompact connected real semisimple Lie group with finite center, and let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G. In order to describe our main results, we introduce some notation. Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G, and let î C 9 denote the respective com- Our main result is the following: (a) The restriction of P to § is an algebra antihomomorphism which injects §K into Q®KM.
(b) The restriction of Pß to § is an algebra antihomomorphism with kernel precisely §K H gçj/3 = §« n ^ §, and Pß takes §* into ft ® (KM/KM H $ß).
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In particular, P g induces an injection §K/ §K n §iß ^ <? ®(KM/KM n a") which is an algebra antihomomorphism.
The last assertion of Theorem 1.3(b) implies that § / § n §!P satisfies a certain polynomial identity, and this easily implies Theorem 1.2.
Suppose that ß is the class of the trivial one-dimensional representation of K. Then Pß: § -> u is essentially the same as the mapping y studied by Let V be a J),-module and an A-module. for all w £W.
To prove the lemma, we use the following argument due to J. Dixmier:
Lemma 2.2 (Dixmier). Let S be an irreducible set of operators on a vector space V of countable dimension over C. Then the commuting ring of S on V consists of the scalars. In particular, the conclusion holds if S is an algebra of countable dimension over C and V is an irreducible S-module.
Proof. Let C be the commuting ring of S on V, and let v e V, v 4 0.
Since C is a division ring, the map C -» V given by c \-~* c . v (c e C) is an injection. Hence dim C is countable. Moreover, C is a division algebra over C. But we assert that every field over C not equal to C has uncountable dimension over C. Indeed, let F be such a field, and let X £ F be transcendental over C. Then U/(X -A)| A £ CS is an uncountable linearly independent set, proving the assertion.
Thus if x e C, then C(x) = C, so that x e C. Q.E.D. 
fot all a £ A and w £ W, so that p(w) = (a • u) • w tot all a e A and w e VI.
Integrating over the compact group A, we get p(w) = x • w, where x e 5o , proving the last statement.
Let X e a. To show that Hom/l(X, V) is S -irreducible, we shall show that if f, g £ Hom/l(X, V), f 4 0, then there exists x e S such that x ■ f = g. Let C be a complex algebra, and let a be an equivalence class of C- This embedding is clearly an U-module map, and the lemma is now clear.
We now recall some of the notions of [11] . Let a £ (Ï. We define ia=
Ker aC (Î, and Aa= \x e $|3 ax C ®áa} (cf. [11, §3] ). Then by [11, Propositions 3.2 and 3.3], Jo § (resp. A ) is precisely the subset of Jo which annihilates (resp., preserves) V lot every Jj-module V.
Suppose that fc = a © c where a is the complexified Lie algebra of the Lie Proof. By Lemma 2.4, Sn 9°$ C S n $9a and S n 9a' S C 5 n$9a'. The second inclusion gives (S n 9a# %)' C (S n J39a' )', that is, 5 n %iaC S n 9°$.
Q.E.D. is a linear isomorphism. This holds in particular when the t. are E, a, and n, taken in any order.
We now describe a basic decomposition of ij and several mappings associated with it.
We have § = JlffiC = (C . 1 © nR)8K = SK © rig.
Let P: § -' ifa denote the corresponding projection map.
We give (fK an algebra structure by identifying it with the algebra if ® A, 
Proposition 3.2. P: gA1 -ö ®KM, ötz^ in particular, P: gK -ff ®KM.
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that M normalizes Tt and centralizes a. Q.E.D. 4. The kernel of the map Pj |g . Let 9 be an arbitrary two-sided ideal of X, and let 77, : X -> X/9 denote the projection map. Define the linear map P, : g -Q ®X/9 by Pj = (1 ® ni ) ° P, so that Pj | gK is an algebra antihomomorphism, by Proposition 3.1. In this section, we shall compute the kernel°f Pj I g , and in later sections, we shall apply the result to representation theory.
For any vector space V, let S(V) denote the symmetric algebra over V. is a K-module decomposition, so that gK/gK n g9 = II (Ff (SHp) ® X/9) n (gK/gK n g9)). Q.E.D. We note that g9 C Ker P. , since g9 = MM = M9 c m + ng. Theorem 4.3. We èave zèflZ Ker P,, |gK = gK n §j, <W that P*|gK/gKn g9 is infective.
Proof. The first statement follows from the second, and the second follows immediately from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. Q.E.D.
We can now give a nonrepresentation-theoretic proof of Proposition 3.3:
Corollary 4.4 (same as Proposition 3.3). The map P | g is infective.
Proof. Take 9 = 0 in Theorem 4.3. Q.E.D. that the kernel of the classical map P Jg (see Remark 3.4) is precisely § H §i = gK n ig, and hence that Pß induces an algebra injection of gK/gK O gf into U; in particular, g /g n gí is commutative.
We shall use the following in §10:
Lemma 4.7. Let V be a vector space and let T: X -' V èe a linear map.
Define the linear maps P ■. g -»S ( Then for all ß £ K, the multiplicity of ß in n is equal to or less than maxm(ß,y) (y £ M) and hence equal to or less than d(ß). 
(x ■ f)(g) -y «exp tx) . f)(g)\t=0 =± /((exp -tx)g)\t=0
for all / e V(7'X), x £ gR and g £ G. Then V(r'X) is a (g, G)-module. Then V ' is g-invariant, and is a compatible (g, K)-module.
Let U(y) be the space of all analytic functions f: K -» Z such that f(km) = m~ ■ f(k) for all k £ K and m £ M. Then U y is a K-module under the action given by (k ■ /)(/) = f(k~ll) for all / E U(y) and k, I £ K. Moreover, U (7) is a (X, /O-module under the action of X determined by the following action of
for all / e L/(r), x e iR and /fe e K.
Let (7^ denote the space of /(-finite vectors in U^y'. Then L/7' is Xinvariant, and is a compatible (X, K)-module. The last assertion of the lemma follows immediately. Q.E.D.
Fix ß £K and a egK, so that P ß y(a) eQ®Km/^-7 for all y £Yß. (1) and (4) are equivalent, and also that (2) and (3) are equivalent.
Let X be a A-module in the class ß. Then
Vnß ea X ®HomK(X, Vn)
as a/9^® g -modules, where K/i^ acts on the first factor on the right, and gK acts on the second (see [ll, Lemma 5.3] ). The same assertion also holds for a in place of 77. This shows that (3) and (4) (1) T =T .
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(2) The conditions of Proposition 9.1 hold for all ß e K.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and condition (1) Remark 9.5. Our proof of Theorem 9.3 is very simple in two special casesthe case in which V is g-irreducible (see the proof of Corollary 11.10, and cf.
Remark 9.4) and the case in which V is assumed to have a composition series for g (see Remark 11.11).
We now apply the above results to the study of the nonunitary principal ~ y A series.
We note that for all y 6 M and A eA, 77 '• is an admissible represeny a tation of G. Let T x denote the character of n ' • .
The following theorem is essentially due to and [15, Theorem 3.ll):
Theorem 9.6. For all y e M, A e Â and s e W, TyX = Tsy sy
We could now combine Theorem 9.6 with Propositions 9.1 and 9.2 and Theorem 9.3. But we can be more specific, in view of the following result which we prove below, following several people's suggestions, using Harish-Chandra's deep result Theorem 9.14:
Theorem 9.7. For all y £ M and X £ A, the {¿-module V has a composition series.
For all y e M, X e Â and ß £ K, let </>^'X = cp77,7' . We now have Remark 9.11. Theorem 9.8 can be proved without using Theorem 9.6, as follows: For all x £ gK, y eM, s £ W and ß £ K such that m(ß, y) > 0, Pgy ix+n^ an<^ Pß y ■ \ p^ are polynomial functions in À e a'. Hence assertion (2) of Theorem 9.8 (and hence all of Theorem 9.8) will follow if any one of the assertions (1)- (7) is proved for a Zariski dense set of X £ a (assuming that y £ M and s elf are fixed).
In particular, it is sufficient to prove
(1) for a Zariski dense set of X £ a . Since this set is nonempty and open, and is thus Zariski dense, we obtain Theorem 9.8(5) for ß and y trivial and all A in a Zariski dense subset of a ( and this is sufficient to prove Theorem 9-8(2) for ß and y trivial (see the beginning of Remark 9.11).
Remark 9.13. Theorem 9.8(2) may be regarded as a generalization of [12, Theorem 2.3 (2.56)] (cf. Remarks 3.5 and 7.5).
We now prove Theorem 9.7 and some related finiteness results. The proofs are based on the following deep result:
Theorem 9.14 (Harish-Chandra). LeZ y: %-' C be a homomorphism (we recall that 2> is the center of g). (1) For all ß ek, m([v], ß) < «..
(2) There is a constant C such that, for all ß e K, to([1/], /3) < Cd(ß).
(3) V is a finitely generated ¿¡-module.
(4) V is a Noetherian ¿¡-module.
(5) V has a composition series as a ¿¡-module.
Proof. We first show that ( (1) For every iB-module V, V is stable under Ay.
(2) For every irreducible iB-module V such that V 4 0, V is irreducible under Ay. To prove Theorem 11.1, we establish the following lemmas:
Lemma 11.3. Let V be a %-module which has a composition series. Then for all y e Y, the Ay-module V has a composition series.
Proof. Let 
